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1. PREFACE 1 

Dear General Members’ Assembly,  2 

Hereby the secretarial annual report of the XIth board of Study association Psychology in Nijmegen is 3 

presented. In this report, we will look back upon the events from the 9th of November 2018 until the 4 

19th of September 2019. There will be an evaluation concerning the state affairs regarding 5 

implementation of the policy and there will be an overview of other businesses of the past year.   6 

The XIth board has been committed to achieve their goals as well as possible and has done her best to 7 

manage SPiN as well as possible. The board has tried to accomplish this mainly by focusing on the 8 

two spearheads, namely ‘Involvement & Accessibility’ and ‘Workload Reduction’.  9 

Concerning ‘Involvement & Accessibility’, an important goal was making active members as well as 10 

non-active members feel more involved in the association. Three interventions were drawn up, for 11 

example the personalization of the magazine HersenSPiNsels. To achieve the goal of accessibility, 12 

some changes are made in the language and communication. Furthermore, ‘Workload Reduction’ 13 

was for multiple reasons the second spearhead. Several interventions have been implemented to 14 

reach these goals, for example the change in the opening hours of SPiN’s common room.  15 

Altogether, the XIth board looks back on last year as fulfilling and full of memorable moments and 16 

various memories. She has worked with enthusiasm and perseverance to achieve the set goals and is 17 

grateful to SPiN for the many new experiences that she has had given during this year. The board 18 

looks forward to share her experiences.  19 

Kind regards,  20 

The XIth board of Study association Psychology in Nijmegen  21 
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2. SECRETARIAT 22 

2.1 Membership base 23 

2.1.1 Number of members 24 

Since the foundation of SPiN, the association has had a few fluctuations regarding the number of 25 

members. Now, on September 16, the membership base contains 1427 members. This academic 26 

year, there were 516 deregistrations. This is more than last year, which can be logically explained by 27 

the fact that 3 years ago the new English track has started and therefore more students have started. 28 

The number of members is expected to be higher than can be seen in the membership base. Many 29 

students became members while ordering the books and have not yet created an account on the 30 

SPiN website. Additionally, the website also suffered from technical problems during the introduction 31 

and the following week. This may also have an influence on the number of members. 32 

 33 

2.1.2 Honorary members and alumni 34 

SPiN does not have any honorary members so far. In September 2018 there were 567 alumni of 35 

which were 332 passive and 223 active. Now, in September 2019, there are 692 alumni, of which 344 36 

are passive and 348 are active. 37 
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2.1.3 Active members 38 

At this moment SPiN has 102 active members, divided over 21 committees. A committee consists of 39 

5 or 6 members on average.  40 

2.2 Correspondence 41 

2.2.1 Newsletter 42 

Each month, the members of SPiN receive a newsletter. The program ‘Mailchimp’ is used for this. The 43 

newsletter is written bilingual, the English part is followed by the Dutch part. This is according to our 44 

policy. The newsletter was sent each month, except from October, January, July and August. In June 45 

there was only one activity, a GMA. For this reason, we have had added some news items to the 46 

newsletter. For example, the announcement of the new candidate board, information about the 47 

drink during the Four Days Marches, adjusted opening hours, services and our application. The XIth 48 

board will advise the XIIth candidate board to send these informative emails too if there are few to no 49 

activities. 50 

The news- and information letters were opened by 25% percent of the members. There alumni 51 

welcoming mail/newsletter is send quite late, therefore no figures known yet. 52 

2.2.2 Christmas greetings 53 

This year the XIth board shared a Christmas greeting on Instagram and Facebook. An email has been 54 

sent to other associations and to the education institute.  55 

Not only did the board send a Christmas greeting with Christmas, but they also have sent a valentine 56 

greeting on Valentine’s Day. A change to Mailchimp makes it impossible to trace how many members 57 

have opened the Christmas and Valentine's greetings. 58 

2.2.3 Birthday mail 59 

Many members received a birthday wish via mail with a picture of the XIth board on their birthday. In 60 

the mail, the birthday deal is described: if you show your SPiN-sticker at bar Ruygh, you get a free 61 

cocktail, bitterballen and 20% discount on the total bill. A total of 59,1 percent of the members have 62 

opened this mail. Unfortunately, in December and January, the birthday mails were not sent due to 63 

an error in the mailing list. 64 
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2.3 Website 65 

Since April 2018 the new website is online. In the past year, the board has come across a number of 66 

small things. In addition, the site has suffered from technical problems a number of times in the past 67 

month. The board is currently in contact with Best4u about this. Fortunately, the collaboration with 68 

Best4u was a lot better than last year. 69 

From October 8th until September 14th, the website has been visited 11.601 times by 9029 visitors. 70 

The login and English page are visited best (7304 and 1882 times), followed by the media page (1205 71 

times) and documents (845 times). This number is number is hard to compare with 2017-2018, since 72 

there are no figures of the whole year because of the transition to the new website. What can be 73 

compared are the numbers of the first half year of 2018-2019 with the numbers of the second half 74 

year. From October 8th until January 18th, the website has been visited 3943 times by 2959 visitors. 75 

The English version of the website page has been visited best (1.176 times), followed by the media 76 

page (598 times), the agenda page (463 times) and the summary page (310 times). Now, from 77 

January 19th until September 14th, the website has been visited 7658 times by 5878 visitors. Again, 78 

the login and English page are visited best (4880 and 1450 times), followed by the deregistration 79 

forms (813 times), media page (694 times) and documents (595 times). The number of visitors to the 80 

website is considerably higher in the second period. This may be due to the fact that this period is 81 

twice as long. 82 

2.4 SPiN Application 83 

Since April 2019 the new application is in use. There are different types of figures available about the 84 

application and these will be shared in the secretary reports from now on.  85 

In total, there are 152 activations of the application, which means that 152 people have downloaded 86 

the application. Popular pages are the news messages of the home page (830 times) and the photo 87 

gallery (419 times). 88 

Almanapp is the company that built the app and carries out maintenance. The board is very satisfied 89 

with the cooperation and contact with Almanapp.  90 

Additionally, Almanapp has made a new, better application. They did an offer and the candidate 91 

board and has been advised by the XIth board to take this up in their year. 92 
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3. COMPLIANCE POLICY 93 

3.1. Involvement & Accessibility 94 

3.1.1 Involvement 95 

3.1.1.1 HersenSPiNsels 96 

The XIth board will make a couple of changes to the form and content of the magazine. HersenSPiNsels 97 

will still have four big editions each year, but will decrease slightly in size. The formal articles will still 98 

be present, yet they will be shorter as to make them more attractive to read. SPiN will print around 99 

150 copies of HersenSPiNsels for people to read in the SPiN’s common room and to hand out 100 

alongside summaries. 101 

This year the four editions of the HersenSPiNsels are published and handed out. The board 102 

experiences the amount of copies as appropriate as they have almost all been handed out all times. 103 

The changes made to the lay out of the magazine have been well received and a lot of positive 104 

feedback has been communicated to the committee and the board by the members. In the period of 105 

October 8 2018 and September 15 2019, the online HersenSPiNsels are read 161 times. 106 

In addition, between the four editions, SPiN will publish short present-day articles about topics in the 107 

news or in lectures online. 108 

Between the four editions, three articles are published on the website and the application. In the 109 

beginning of the year, the board made the decision to post a preview of on Facebook and the 110 

complete article on the website. The article behavioural challenge on the website is read by 76 111 

people. After the launch of the application, the complete article was posted in here, to make the app 112 

more exclusive. Unfortunately, the application does not show how many people have read these 113 

articles. Changing the lay out has taken a lot of time and due to high workload of the committee, not 114 

more articles are published. The committee worked with a group of freelancers who could respond 115 

on a request of an article, which has happened.  116 

Firstly, both active as well as non-active members can write the short online articles and one column 117 

in the HersenSPiNsels. 118 

The creative minds page is created by the committee to give platform to creative (non-)active 119 

members in the HersenSPiNsels. The creative minds page is included every edition of the 120 

HersenSPiNsels. The board and the committee had great enthusiasm for this new page and has 121 

advised the next board to keep this change.  122 
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Secondly, the ‘member of the month’ concept will be replaced by a Spotlight page in the 123 

HersenSPiNsels that will contain two interviews. In collaboration with the university, the magazine 124 

committee will interview a student about an outstanding essay or interesting assignment.  The 125 

second interviewee will be a SPiN member who deserves some extra attention because of hard work.  126 

In the first two editions, the Spotlight page contained both a SPiN member and a student chosen by 127 

the university. The students were grateful and the board experienced the intervention as successful 128 

because more students were involved with the magazine and therefore the association. 129 

Unfortunately, the university contact person fell ill and the task was not transferred to someone else 130 

of the university. The XIth board has advised the candidate board to search for a different contact 131 

person if they want to keep the intervention.  132 

In addition, SPiN will place one page of the SPiN friend booklet in the magazine every edition. 133 

The friend booklet is filled in by a lot of members and in every edition a page of the booklet is placed 134 

in the HersenSPiNsels. A lot of positive responses are picked up by the board and the committee.  135 

Although the results of the surveys show that relatively few people read the magazine and the 136 

changes have made little difference, the board still thinks that this is not the case. The board has 137 

heard a lot of positive responses about the new lay-out and the interventions to involve members 138 

more with the association. Almost all copies of the HersenSPiNsels are handed out at lectures and 139 

taken from the shelf outside the common room. The board has difficulty explaining why it is not 140 

apparent from the surveys.  141 

3.1.1.2 Active Members 142 

There will be one format for the certificates for all active members and the board will fill in the name 143 

and the committee of the active member. The active members will receive their certificate from the 144 

board during their last activity or the evaluation talk.  145 

The certificates are made during the year and signed by the Internal Affairs Officer. The certificates 146 

are handed out at the evaluation talk of the committee. All active members get a personal certificate 147 

with their name, committee and duration of being an active member this year (half of full year).  This 148 

gesture of appreciation is received very well by the active members and the board would advise to 149 

do this again next year.  150 

Firstly, every active member receives, besides the committee manual, a short document about active 151 

membership in general. The usefulness and purpose of a GMA will be explained, just like the 152 

committee battle, the active member’s t-shirts and mugs. The XIth board will also add GMA as a fixed 153 
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topic to the format of the committee agenda. The chair of the committee will receive the instruction 154 

to discuss it during the last meeting before a GMA. 155 

All active members received a short document about active membership in which GMAs were 156 

explained. GMA was also added as a fixed topic to the format of the committee agenda. However, 157 

committees discussed GMAs in the beginning of the year and the chair stimulated the members to 158 

go, this was done less in the course of the year. Overall the board did not see a difference in turnout 159 

compared with the previous year. The board thinks involving people with the organizational side of 160 

the association is a challenge and could be stimulated but not solved by these little interventions.  161 

Secondly, the XIth board of SPiN expects more members at a GMA if their attendance will be rewarded. 162 

The committee battle will be continued this year under the supervision of the SocialCie. A new 163 

element in this battle will be that committees can earn points for the number of committee members 164 

who attend the GMA. 165 

The attendance at the GMA counted as assignments for the committee battle the whole year. The 166 

stimulating influence of this intervention differed for each committee.  167 

3.1.1.3 Study-related matters 168 

SPiN will start reminding her members of important deadlines and share announcements from the 169 

university through her own channels: Facebook and Brightspace. 170 

Important deadlines for the university are included in the calendar of the SPiN application. 171 

Unfortunately, SPiN is not able to post on Brightspace. The current board advises the candidate 172 

board to see whether Brightspace will still be possible as a means of communication to students. 173 

However, SPiN shared posts and announcements of the career officer via Facebook.  174 

 175 

The Propedeuse ceremony will disappear, and together with the university, the XIth board will explore 176 

options to create a festive event two times a year for students who obtain their first 60 ECT-credits. 177 

In the beginning of the academic year, the idea of creating a festive event to replace the Propedeuse 178 

ceremony is discussed with both Ruud Meulenbroek and José van Alst. The university liked the idea 179 

but it became soon clear that it was not yet a priority. The XIth board still thinks that it can be a great 180 

collaboration and will stimulate the XIIth board to go through with this.  181 
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3.1.2 Accessibility   182 

3.1.2.1 Language & communication 183 

To enhance the accessibility of the study association, the XIth board will make communication 184 

bilingual, with a focus on English. To accomplish this, the order of messages and promotion texts on 185 

social media will change from *English follows Dutch* to *Dutch follows English*.  186 

From the beginning of the year, all messages of events have been in the order of *Dutch follows 187 

English*.  188 

Furthermore, the XIth board will commit to making the General Member Assemblies more accessible 189 

for the international members by changing the language from Dutch to English. The board does want 190 

to offer Dutch summaries throughout the GMA, if this is requested by the GMA. 191 

The XIth board has changed the primary language of the GMA to English. So far, at the GMAs that 192 

were held in English, there was no request for Dutch summaries during the GMA. 193 

If only Dutch members are present, the GMA will be held in Dutch and the board will translate the 194 

minutes. As GMA communication will be held in English, the related GMA documents will no longer be 195 

provided in Dutch. 196 

So far, two GMAs have been completely in Dutch, two GMAs have been partially Dutch and partially 197 

English and one has been completely in English. The Dutch parts of the minutes have been translated 198 

and have been put on the website in English. 199 

To guarantee the quality of these documents, the XIth board will look into the possibility of taking a 200 

course in English writing, for which a compensation will be budgeted. 201 

The XIth has not done this. This was explained in the Biannual Secretarial Report. 202 

3.1.2.2 Transparency of SPiN 203 

The first intervention is a promotion video. This video will contain information of what SPiN is and 204 

what SPiN is offering. For example, services such as the SPiN discount, loan service, tutoring, 205 

vacancies and the lunch service will be mentioned. Footage of activities, active membership and 206 

General Member Assemblies will also be shown. 207 

The promotion video is finished and has been shown during the introduction. In this video, the loan 208 

service, tutoring, footage of activities, active membership and the SPiN application are included. The 209 

video has also been posted on the Facebook page of SPiN. 210 

 211 
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The second intervention is a welcoming email. This intervention is pointed towards the new members 212 

of SPiN. The welcoming email will contain information about SPiN as an association and all the 213 

services SPiN is offering.  214 

In November 2018 the welcoming email was sent. More information about the content of this email 215 

can be found in our Secretarial Biannual Report. 216 

In addition, new alumni will receive a welcoming email, including information about what it means to 217 

be alumnus of SPiN. 218 

Currently, the secretary is completing the e-mail and will be sent before the 23rd of September. 219 

3.1.2.3 SPiN application 220 

The XIth board, together with the Xth board, will present the application in the first months of the 221 

academic year 2018-2019. The XIth board will promote the app by posting a message on social media 222 

and promote it in and around SPiN's common room. 223 

The SPiN application was released in April and promoted on social media and with posters around 224 

SPiN’s common room. There was also a launch party organised at SPiN’s common room, where 225 

people could win prizes when they had downloaded the application. The release was later than 226 

planned, as the XIth board wanted to fill the app, add functions and make a promotion plan and at 227 

the beginning of the year, the board members did not have enough time. 228 

The app's statistics can be read in section 2.4. 229 

3.2 Workload reduction 230 

3.2.1 SPiN’s common room 231 

From Monday to Thursday, the common room will be open from 10:15 until 14:30. On Friday, the 232 

room will close at 13:30. Further, during self-study weeks, exam weeks and resit periods, the opening 233 

hours will be adjusted to 10.15 until 13.30 from Monday to Friday. 234 

The XIth board has used these opening hours and it has been evaluated as a good way of workload 235 

reduction for the board. The board has advised the XIIth candidate board to keep this change, despite 236 

having one board member more, as it allows the board to have more time for arranging meetings 237 

and executing other tasks.  238 
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The second change surrounding the common room is that only card payment will be accepted. There 239 

will however be one general cash box for the international students who do not have a Dutch debit 240 

card.  241 

Accepting only card payment had been evaluated as a good way of workload reduction for the 242 

treasurer. A more detailed explanation is written in the Biannual Secretarial Report. The members 243 

have gotten used to the idea of only card payments, and the general cash box is not used very often. 244 

3.2.2. Board updates 245 

The board updates will be filled in by the board members according to a standard format that will be 246 

published four times a year on the website. 247 

As of now, three board updates are published. The format was made for the first one and it has 248 

saved the XIth board time for writing the second and third board update. Therefore, the XIth board 249 

thinks this is a successful way of workload reduction. The idea of the format can also be used by 250 

future boards. 251 

3.2.3. Committees 252 

This year, seven committees will be cut and one committee will return. 253 

These committees were cancelled and this led to a good amount of workload reduction, as board 254 

members have less committees to guide per person.  255 

There will be new standard fill-in forms for the agenda, promotion schedule and a year planning, 256 

together with a script including instructions on how to use the formats. In addition, a vice-chair will be 257 

appointed in each committee that can take over responsibility if the current chair cannot be present 258 

or does not function well. 259 

The standard fill-in forms were used by the committees and valued as helpful. The opinion of the XIth 260 

board is that the vice-chair was of value this year. The tasks of the vice-chair were mainly taking over 261 

the chair when the chair is not available, malfunctions or falls out. There was a small number of 262 

chairs that could not be the chair anymore, due to different reasons. The vice-chairs took over. Also, 263 

when the chair was not available, the vice-chair did take over. This helped the committees continue 264 

their work, even in absence of the chair, which is in turn helpful for reducing workload of the 265 

committee guide.  266 
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3.2.4. Activities 267 

There will be 14 activities cut, of which two formal activities and 12 informal activities. 268 

The XIth board still believes this was the right decision to make when it comes to workload reduction. 269 

The board believes that there are still enough activities and the variation in activities is still sufficient 270 

even after the cut of activities. The results of the biannual and annual survey have confirmed this. 271 

Besides it being a good way of workload reduction, this was also a good decision in terms of the year 272 

planning. The university namely changed their year planning and because of this, all student of every 273 

year have exams, resits and self-study time in the same weeks. This results into 4 periods of almost a 274 

month each, where it is not advantageous to plan any activities, as attendance will most likely be 275 

low. As a consequence, there is less time to plan activities. Therefore, the XIth board advises future 276 

boards, to look at the possibilities in terms of year planning, as even with seven board members, it 277 

seems like bringing back all activities would not be possible. 278 

3.2.5. Committee-Board dates 279 

This year seven committee-board dates will be held. The number of participating committees will vary 280 

between two and three. 281 

The XIth board has had all committee board dates and has experienced these as pleasant. At all the 282 

activities, everyone was able to speak with different people during the night, for example by 283 

switching seats. Therefore, it was no problem having the committee-board dates with three 284 

committees as opposed to two. However, there are more options for activities when there are less 285 

people, so when it is possible for future boards in terms of workload, we recommend going back to 286 

committee-board dates with two committees. This way, committees can be more creative in 287 

choosing the activities. 288 

The board will stimulate the committee to come up with an interactive activity to promote bonding 289 

between committees and the board. 290 

All committee-board dates were interactive, although it was not explicitly stimulated by the board. 291 

The committees came up with the activities themselves and their ideas were always interactive 292 

activities. 293 
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3.3 Internal Policy 294 

3.3.1 SPiN’s common room 295 

The opening hours of SPiN’s common room will change accordingly to the new lecture times. The 296 

opening hours will also be shortened. 297 

The board has experienced the opening hours as pleasant. Results from the Biannual Survey made 298 

clear that the vast majority of the students were satisfied too. Further, the board also cleaned SPiN’s 299 

common room twice thoroughly this year. In addition, two new computers have been installed and 300 

the population of the fish tank has grown with two new fishes. 301 

3.3.2 Development of board members 302 

As previous years, this year there will be two personal development plan-interviews held between the 303 

chair and the other board members. 304 

Every board member has had two personal development plan-interviews, the first ones have taken 305 

place in December and the second ones in May. Two interviews were fine. 306 

Additionally, a feedback round will also be held following the example of the Xth board. 307 

The feedback round was planned, but due to circumstances it was cancelled. Then it has never been 308 

rescheduled. Rescheduling did not have priority, since the board experienced the expectation rounds 309 

and honesty rounds of the board meetings as sufficient.  310 

Following the example of previous years, the XIth board members will also have individual coaches this 311 

year. 312 

Every board member has had an individual coach. Multiple coach conversations have taken place and 313 

were experienced as pleasant. 314 

3.3.3 Sustainability 315 

Three bins will be placed in SPiN’s common room. One bin for plastic, one for paper and one for the 316 

remaining waste. 317 

These three bins were already placed in the beginning of the year. The board hopes that it has raised 318 

more awareness for separating trash and therefore for sustainability. At the beginning of the year, 319 

there was a little uncertainty as to whether this intervention was actually useful, because the 320 
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cleaners did not separate it. Luckily, the board discovered that the waste is till separated later in the 321 

process. In addition, members actually separate their waste in the room. 322 

There will be less printing. The agendas for the board meetings and the committee meetings will not 323 

be printed anymore as of this is not necessary. There will be less printed copies of HersenSPiNsels. The 324 

magazine will be shared on SPiN’s media channels too. 325 

This year, the board and committees did not print agenda’s anymore. The board changed the 326 

contract with BladNL, the presser of the HersenSPiNsels. From April on, fewer copies were printed. 327 

With the result that nothing has to be thrown away. In addition, the online version of the magazine 328 

was shared on the media channels of SPiN. The candidate board can do it more often.  329 

In addition, less flyers were printed last year. For Insomnia only half of the number of flyers were 330 

ordered compared to last year. 331 

Active members will be stimulated to use their own mugs, instead of plastic or paper cups. Non-active 332 

members can use paper cups. Additionally, less plastic will be handed out during activities of SPiN. All 333 

of the interventions stated above are voluntary. 334 

The board has stimulated active members to use their mug and gave new active members their own 335 

mug. The board has seen that many people were using their mugs and glasses of the common room. 336 

Additionally, the board has also made conscious choices with regard to plastic for certain activities, 337 

for example theme days. 338 

3.3.4 Missing board positions 339 

3.3.4.1 External affairs officer 340 

For general sponsorship, the XIth board is of the opinion that collecting new sponsor money is not a 341 

priority this year and the board will therefore not approach new companies for sponsorship. However, 342 

the XIth board will continue to provide vacancies. These vacancies will be collected and posted by the 343 

secretary. 344 

This year, the board has received a number of vacancies with regard to Psychology, but also 345 

vacancies who were less related. They were posted on Facebook and website by the secretary. SPiN 346 

has received money for the vacancies who were less related. In 3.5.1.2. you can read that SPiN also 347 

got money for promotion. 348 

The treasurer will keep in touch with the companies that offer SPiN discount. 349 
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This year, the board stayed in touch with companies who has offered SPiN discount. The situation 350 

was that this was not always the treasurer. The External Affairs Officer of the XIIth candidate board 351 

can take over this contact from the persons concerned.  352 

3.3.4.2 Internal affairs officer 353 

The policy showed the distribution of all committees among the five board members. This 354 
distribution has remained the same and is experienced as pleasant.  355 

3.3.5 Administration 356 

3.3.5.1 Digitalization 357 

SPiN will have to cut down on the amount of administration papers currently stored. A way to do so is 358 

digitalizing the administration whenever possible. The XIth board will look for ways to digitalize new 359 

administrative documents, such as making standard forms for committee immunity on the website 360 

and the app, as opposed to on paper. 361 

The XIth board has digitalized all deregistrations of their association year and the previous years, by 362 

buying a USB-stick for these deregistrations. The deregistrations of previous years are scanned. A 363 

back-up has been made of the contents of this USB, so that in case it ever gets lost, the 364 

administration will not be lost.  365 

In addition, the XIth board has investigated what can and cannot be digitized. The conclusion is that 366 

almost all the administration can be scanned from the folders. Some forms, like the request forms 367 

and other forms that has to be filled in by members or others, for those forms should be found 368 

another solution. 369 

3.3.5.2 Privacy 370 

The XIth board will keep making sure the association is respecting the law and will apply possible 371 

changes of the law to her privacy policy if needed. 372 

The XIth board has continued to respect the law. No changes to the law have been made, so the 373 

privacy policy has not been changed. 374 
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3.4 Committees 375 

3.4.1 Roles within committees 376 

The XIth board will continue with the position of promotion officer, because the committees 377 

experienced it as successful. However, in some committees there was a lack of clarity about the tasks 378 

of the promotion officer. Therefore, the Xth board prepared a handbook. In addition, the XIth board will 379 

provide a format to enable the promotion officer to easily create a promotion schedule.  380 

The XIth board has evaluated this function with all promotion officers in committees. The training was 381 

given by a former promotion officer and a current board member this year. The training was 382 

experienced as very handy and due to this training, the tasks were experienced as very clear. In 383 

addition, the XIth board provided the handbook and the standard format for a promotion schedule. 384 

The committee members thought these extra handles were very nice and used them. The opinion of 385 

the XIth board is to keep this function the same way as the previous two years and provide the 386 

training, the handbook and the standard promotion schedule to the committee members. This will 387 

also be the advice for the XIIth candidate board.  388 

Furthermore, the XIth board will introduce a new position, the vice-chair. The vice-chair will be picked 389 

by the board and can take over the tasks of the chair when the chair is not available. 390 

As mentioned in 3.2.3., the function of vice-chair was used in most committees and was found to be 391 

helpful in case of unavailability of the chair. But for not all vice-chairs the tasks were very clear and 392 

they expected more responsibilities. The vice-chair had the same training as the chair this year. The 393 

advice for the XIIth candidate board will be to provide the same training, but explain the difference 394 

between the chair and the vice-chair better. In this way, the XIth board thinks the tasks will be clearer.  395 

With regard to the positions of chair, vice- chair, secretary, treasurer and promotion officer, the XIth 396 

board will provide a training.  397 

This training has been provided by the Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and Academic Relations Officer of 398 

the XIth board.  399 

3.4.2 Changes 400 

3.4.2.1 Cancellation of Committees 401 

The dies celebration will return to the responsibilities of the Festivities committee and the gala will 402 

return to the Gala committee in the following association year. 403 
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The dies celebration was an Insomnia party on May 29th and was organized by the Festivities 404 

committee. The gala took place on February 4th and was organized by the Gala committee.  405 

Because the XIth board is of the opinion that it is important to contribute to charities as an association, 406 

the board will contribute to the RAG week. Around that time, there will be an activity of which the 407 

revenues will go to the RAG week. 408 

The XIth board had a collaboration with RAG-week. One of SPiN's regular parties was used for charity. 409 

The entrance fee was increased for both members and non-members with 1 euro on the party of 410 

February 27th. This amount of money, 233 euros, was given to the charities of RAG-week.  411 

The opinion of the board is that filling the goodie bags for activities can be done by the promotion 412 

officer of the relevant committees.  413 

This option was explained by the committee guide during the first meeting of those committees. One 414 

committee did choose for filling some goodie bags, the Orientation Committee. The workload did 415 

increase for them but they experienced it as fun. The decision the XIth board made for this year, was 416 

evaluated as a good decision with regard to workload reduction. However, the advice for the XIIth 417 

candidate board will be to bring back the acquisition committee and to let them be responsible for 418 

filling the goodie bags again.  419 

The XIth board wants to make approximately two movies in the coming association year. The XIth 420 

board will outsource the editing per assignment to one or two external individuals. For the outsource 421 

of editing these few videos, an amount of money is included in the financial budget.  422 

The XIth board did choose to only make the promotion video for SPiN this year. The board did not 423 

have a second video where they wanted to spend money on. The promotion video is made by 424 

Johannes Fiebig, as external individual. 425 

3.4.2.2 Changes in activities 426 

Drinks in the pub will replace the drinks in SPiN's common room. The XIth board has chosen to do the 427 

drinks in the pub, because the board thinks this will lead to a better attendance. These drinks will 428 

mainly take place at Bascafé and Café de Fuik. The XIth board will also look for a possible alternative 429 

location.  430 

The drinks in the pub were evaluated as of great value. The attendance was better than the drinks in 431 

SPiN's common room. The XIth board evaluated the attendance as good and the concept as nice and 432 

different from parties. The XIth board will give the advice to the XIIth candidate board to keep them 433 

the same way as they are.  434 
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The XIth board did not look for alternative locations very active. However, they did find an alternative 435 

location. The advice for the XIIth candidate board will be to try this new location with some drinks, 436 

next to the other locations we already have, Bascafé and Café de Fuik.  437 

In the Initiative Committee, there will be two places for half a year for people who will study abroad in 438 

the second semester. After six months, these two people will be replaced.  439 

The XIth board did provide these two spots for people who were going to study abroad. One of these 440 

spots was filled and this committee member was replaced in February. The XIth board thinks it is still 441 

of great value to offer these chances for Erasmus students. The advice will be to keep two spots open 442 

for these students.  443 

The XIth board will only do eight exam deals; four of these will take place after an exam and four of 444 

these deals will be held just like last year, prior to an examination.  445 

There has been eight exam deals this year, five prior to an examination and three after an exam. This 446 

differs from the policy plan, due to the fact that during the last exam period of the second semester, 447 

exams were held in many different locations and it was impossible to execute an exam initiative after 448 

an examination, with the amount of board and committee members. However, all years have had an 449 

after-exam initiative, since the English and Dutch track of the first year had their exam in the same 450 

room. Both were evaluated by members and the current board members as very nice. An exam 451 

initiative prior to an examination is less workload for the committee and the board members and you 452 

can use this as wishing good luck to your members. An exam initiative after an examination is more 453 

workload, but you can use these moments for catching up with your members and being a helping 454 

hand. Both ways the members feel involved. The XIth board thinks the balance between those two is 455 

of great value and good to keep this way.  456 

3.4.3 New committees 457 

The Gala committee will return next year. This is for the reason that the gala will be reclaimed from 458 

the Lustrum committee, as the lustrum year has ended.  459 

The Gala committee did return and organized the gala this year.  460 

3.4.4 Number of Activities 461 

The following activities will be deleted: two theme days, one Insomnia party, two Charity activities, 462 

one Settling activity, two after-drinks, one Sociocultural activity, one trip, four lustrum activities (one 463 

lecture, one party, one informal activity and one formal activity).  464 
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The XIth board did cancel all the activities mentioned above. These decisions were evaluated as good 465 

decisions, mainly with regard to the workload reduction. In the biannual survey members did not 466 

miss any activities that were cancelled this year. The XIth board did also evaluate all missing activities 467 

with former board members. They did this mainly to be able to give a good advice to the XIIth 468 

candidate board.  469 

Cancellation of two theme days was experienced as good with regard to workload reduction, both by 470 

the current board members as the committee members. The Initiative committee had a high 471 

workload and by decreasing this amount of theme days and exam initiatives, the workload was more 472 

experienced as manageable. Although the current board has experienced 5 theme days as pleasant, 473 

the advice is that the candidate board may make the choice themselves.  474 

One Insomnia party was cancelled. In the evaluation came through that it was not missed. Although 475 

the Dies celebration was kind of a second Insomnia party this year, the opinion was still that a second 476 

Insomnia is nice but not necessary. Former board members and the current board members did 477 

agree on this fact. In addition, the XIth board thinks the attendance would not have been that high in 478 

May as in December. The advice for the XIIth candidate board will be that they can do a second 479 

Insomnia, but do not have to. 480 

Two charity activities were cancelled this year. They also were not missed because instead of doing 481 

some charity activities, the board collaborated with RAG-week (see 3.4.2.1. cancellation of 482 

committees). Due to the evaluation with former board members and the current board members, 483 

the advice will be to let the charity committee be cancelled and collaborate again with RAG-week.  484 

One settling activity was cancelled due to cancellation of the Settling committee. The day trip was 485 

remained. However, the day trip was cancelled twice becausethere was too little interest. In the 486 

evaluation with former board members different ideas came up. These ideas are given to the XIIth 487 

candidate board. With regard to the settling committee in general, the advice was to let it be 488 

cancelled.  489 

In the context of reducing workload, the XIth board wrote in their policy plan to abandon two after 490 

drinks. They thought the after drink of the ski trip and the city trip were a ‘nice to have’ instead of a 491 

‘need to have’. They did decide to remain the pre-drinks. However, all pre-drinks and after drinks has 492 

been planned and executed this year. The XIth board did decide to keep it anyway because of the 493 

enthusiasm of both groups from those trips and extra sponsoring from the pubs these drinks took 494 

place. These drinks are always evaluated as very nice and fun for the people who went on those trips 495 

and extra sponsoring is always good for SPiN, in the opinion of the XIth board. So, the advice for the 496 

XIIth candidate board would be to keep all pre-drinks and after drinks from all trips.  497 
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One sociocultural activity was cancelled and due to this change this committee started in the second 498 

semester. This change is evaluated as positive and negative. Positive points are that you will have 499 

more chances in a committee for people who want to start as an active member after a half year of 500 

studying, and that it is less workload for both the committee as the board member who guides this 501 

committee. Negative points are mainly for those active members who want some connection with 502 

their committee members and active members that are already in there from October on. They have 503 

less chance for connection within their committee because it starts seeing each other in February. 504 

The advice for the XIIth candidate board was not clear because of these two different reasons. 505 

The exchange committee was cancelled last year. After conversations with the University, the 506 

agreement is made that we still keep three trips this year. The advice for the XIIth candidate board is 507 

to let the exchange committee be cancelled due to this reason.  508 

The cancellation of four lustrum activities was evaluated as fine. It is normal when a lustrum year has 509 

more activities, so that those are cancelled in other years was found logical by the evaluation group 510 

of former and current board members. The advice for the XIIth candidate board would be that these 511 

activities stay cancelled.  512 

3.4.5. Overview of committees 513 

See 5.5. 'Overview of committees' in document 'Policy 2018-2019'.  514 

3.5 External Policy 515 

The XIth board will strive for raising 3450 euros in sponsor money this year. This will be achieved 516 

through permanent contracts from SPiN.  517 

3.5.1 Sponsorship 518 

3.5.1.1 Fixed contracts 519 

According to the new main sponsor contract with the Waagh, Bascafé and Café de Fuik, SPiN will 520 

receive 1700 euros in sponsorship money in the coming association year. For this sponsorship, SPiN 521 

organizes the Insomnia party and the gala at the Waagh and six drinks will take place at the Bascafé 522 

or Café de Fuik. According to the contract with the Drie Gezusters, SPiN receives 600 euros in sponsor 523 

money. For this purpose, five parties will be organized this year at the Drie Gezusters. In the contract 524 

with Pallas Athena, SPiN will receive 600 euros in sponsorship money. Therefore, through these 525 

permanent contracts, SPiN will receive 2900 euros in sponsorship money. In addition, a number of 526 

bonus arrangements are active. This results in a total bonus amount of 550 euros for the fixed contracts. It 527 
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is expected that a total amount of 3450 euros in sponsor budget will be obtained from the permanent 528 

contracts.  529 

The first term of sponsorship by the main sponsors is received. The second term is already invoiced, 530 

but not yet received by all parties. The remaining amount that has to be received is 475 euros. The 531 

bonus arrangement has been reached one time at Café de Fuik. This invoice is already received. The 532 

first term of the sponsorship by the ‘Drie Gezusters’ is also received. The second term is not yet 533 

invoiced, because last party took place on the 11th of September. After this party, there can be 534 

determined how many times the bonus arrangement has been received. Then the second term and a 535 

possible bonus amount of money can be invoiced. Now, no parties have reached the bonus 536 

arrangement. The sponsorship by Pallas Athena is invoiced, but not yet received. The sponsorship 537 

money that has been achieved this year will be 2950 euros.  538 

3.5.1.2. General Sponsoring  539 

The XIth board will not strive to obtain money for general sponsorship in addition to the permanent 540 

contracts. The XIth board will not focus on raising general sponsorship money so expects to receive 0 euros 541 

based on vacancies and advertisements of external parties. 542 

The XIth board will receive 220 euros of general sponsorship, with vacancies and promotion. 50 euros 543 

is already received, other invoices are sent but not yet received. Since the XIIth candidate board 544 

contains an External Affairs Officer again, the XIth board would advise to put more focus on this 545 

aspect of sponsorship again.  546 

3.5.2 SPiN discount 547 

This year, the XIth board will continue with the existing collaborations but will not actively search for 548 

new collaborations.   549 

The XIth board has continued with all the collaborations that existed from last year. They also 550 

explored which SPiN-discounts will remain next year. The SPiN-discount of Café de Fuik changed due 551 

to new agreements. Next to this, the XIth board made a poster for SPiN’s common room with all SPiN-552 

discounts this year. They did this to make the SPiN-discount more known among SPiN-members. The 553 

SPiN-discounts are also mentioned in the application. 554 

3.5.3. Athena 555 

SPiN will offer a maximum of six different summaries per period, the other summaries are offered at 556 

Roelants bookshop. The sales of the summaries sold in the room, become part of the 3% gross sales 557 

scheme. SPiN will receive 600 euros in total from both contracts.  558 
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The board experienced the collaborations with Athena as pleasant this year. Besides some problems 559 

with the discount code of AthenaStudies in the beginning of the year, the communication went 560 

smoothly. The contract with AthenaStudies is prolonged with the same terms as last year. Also, six 561 

different summaries are sold each period, as the contract with AthenaSummary states. The workload 562 

of selling and counting the summaries is experienced by the board as low. It was often unclear to 563 

students which summaries were sold at SPiN and which were sold at Roelants. A new contract is 564 

signed and next year SPiN will sell all summaries of year 1 and 2.  565 

3.5.4 Bookcontract 566 

The XIth board therefore considers it important to examine other options in order to choose for the 567 

most advantageous cooperation. The XIth board will set up a taskforce in November to investigate 568 

other options for a new book contract.   569 

The board has set up a Taskforce Bookcontract and their report is presented at the GMA of April 23. 570 

Both the taskforce and the GMA decided to prolong the contract with Studystore. The main reasons 571 

were the pleasant experiences of previous boards, the subsidy Studystore offers and the user-572 

friendly webshop. The contract will expire on the 1st of August.  573 

3.5.5 Alumni 574 

Last year, the possibility to collaborate with the alumni day of the psychology programme at Radboud 575 

University was suggested by the alumni officer. The XIth board will discuss this possibility further and 576 

strives to set up a joint alumni activity.   577 

The joint alumni activity will most likely take place in March. The XIth and XIIth board are preparing the 578 

activity with Umoja, Kompanio, GWS, Postelein and the alumni officer.  579 

3.5.6 Printer 580 

Last year, the former printer contract expired. The XIth board has looked into different options on 581 

what to do with this contract. This is done in collaboration with three former board members. For 582 

this reason, a printer contract analysis with an employee of PCI has been done in the beginning of the 583 

year. It turned out that the former contract was not suited well for our printing behaviour. Therefore, 584 

the contract is adjusted to this with the result that SPiN pays less. Since the association moves into 585 

the new Maria Montessori building medio 2020, the new printer contract runs from January 2019 till 586 

July 2020.  587 
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4. EPILOGUE 588 

Dear General Members’ Assembly,  589 

In the past pages you have read the Secretarial Annual Report of the XIth board of Study association 590 

Psychology in Nijmegen. This report serves as an evaluation of the policy throughout the academic 591 

year 2018-2019. Here is looked at all events and developments and we hope that we provided 592 

enough insight in how the board has carried out her policy.  593 

The XIth board wants to thank all her members and active members, for helping and supporting them 594 

this year. On top, the board wants to thank the General Member’s Assembly for all her support and 595 

trust, but also a big thanks to all former board members who ensured SPiN of a safe foundation that 596 

we could build on further. The board looks back on a successful year in which we grew closer as a 597 

team, but also as friends and dedicated everything to this beautiful experience. 598 

Although the end for the XIth board is near, we really have faith and trust in that the XIIth candidate 599 

board is ready for the upcoming year. We want to wish them all the best and hope they will have a 600 

great, successful and unforgettable year.  601 

Kind regards,  602 

XIth board of SPiN 2018-2019 603 

Amber Timmerman 604 

Julia Bultink 605 

Ellen van Duinhoven 606 

Chinouq Claessens 607 

Anne Brand  608 
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APPENDIX I: YEAR SCHEDULE 609 

A few changes have been made considering the year schedule. The main reasons for making these 610 
changes are that the committee did not have enough time to organize an activity, not having enough 611 
registrations or that another day was better in terms of planning.  612 
 613 

09-11-2018 Excursion 1 moved to 07-02-2018 

29-11-2018 Day trip moved to 08-05-2019 

20-12-2018 Socialcie activity moved to 31-01-2019 

19-02-2019 Sports activity moved to 20-02-2019 

21-02-2019 Excursion 2 moved to 24-09-2019 

13-03-2019 Integration activity 2 moved to 25-04-2019 

14-03-2019 Sociocultural activity moved to 09-05-2019 

23-03-2019 Former board 
members activity 

moved to 06-04-2019 

08-05-2019 Day trip Cancelled   

01-06-2019 Alumni activity moved to 06-03-2020 

26-09-2019 Excursion 4 moved to 30-09-2019 

 614 
Date Activity Members Non-members Total 

 

November     

13-11-2018 Theme day 1 - Holland   145 

14-11-2018 SocialCie activity 1 - Pubcrawl 80 0 80 

19-11-2018 Lecture 1 – VPEP: experiential 

Psychotherapy 

35 5 40 

21-11-2018 SPiN party 1 - SPiNk party 138 71 209 

26-11-2018 Freshmen activity 1 – Pizza & 

Game night 

50 0 50 

28-11-2018 Drinks 1 – American Style 52 3 55 
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December     

03-12-2018 Sports Activity 1 – Bounz 26 0 26 

04-12-2018 Workshop 1 – Network and 

Linkedin 

23 2 25 

10-12-2018 Revelation Drink Study Trip 24 0 24 

11-12-2018 Insomnia  136 128 264 

13-12-2018 Master's evening 72 2 74 

17-12-2018 Lecture 2 – Cultural Diversity 27 5 32 

18-12-2018 Theme day 2 – Eating 

underneath the Mistletoe 

  175 

21-12-2018 Integration activity 1 - 

Parents' day 

50 0 50 

 

January     

31-01-2019 SocialCie activity 2 – New 

year's drink 

35 0 35 

 

February     

04-02-2019 Gala – Winter Wonderland 136 38 174 

07-02-2019 Excursion 1 – Pompe Clinic 18 0 18 

11-02-2019 Drinks 2 – ICE ICE drink   52 

14-02-2019 t/m 

17-02-2019 

City Trip - Prague 26 2 28 

20-02-2019 Sports Activity 2 - Laserquest 28 0 28 
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25-02-2019 Lecture 3 – Cerebellum, more 

than (e)motion 

112 17 129 

27-02-2019 SPiN party 2 – Straight outta 

Compton 

126 107 233 

 

March      

01-03-2019 t/m 

10-03-2019 

Ski trip 32 0 32 

12-03-2019 Workshop 2 – Eating 

disorders 

17 1 18 

18-03-2019 Drinks 3 – Flower Power   30 

19-03-2019 Theme day 3 – Spring Fever   111 

20-03-2019 Experience Your Future – day 

1 

97 19 116 (137 

people in total 

of both days) 

21-03-2019 Experience Your Future – day 

2 

64 13 77 (137 

people in total 

of both days) 

 

April     

06-04-2019 Former board members 

activity 

  25 

16-04-2019 Conference – Forensic 

Psychology 

112 50 162 

17-04-2019 Freshmen activity 2 – Murder 

Mystery night 

25 5 30 

17-04-2019 SPiNergy party (3) - Egg'stra 

special 

211 171 382 
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25-04-2019 Integration activity 2 – 

Student-teacher lunch 

30 0 30 

26-04-2019 t/m 

05-05-2019 

Study Trip 24 0 24 

 

May     

07-05-2019 Lecture 4 – Micro-movements 66 13 79 

09-05-2019 Sociocultural activity – 

Starting from the 00's, now 

we're here 

17 3 20 

10-05-2019 & 11-

05-2019 

Batavierenrace 26 0 26 

15-05-2019 Workshop 3 – Dissecting a rat 

brain 

24 0 24 

17-05-2019 t/m 

19-05-2019 

Active Members Weekend 63 0 63 

21-05-2019 Themeday 4 – Get fit for 

summer! 

  99 

22-05-2019 SPiN party 4 - Hawaï 34 91 125 

23-05-2019 Excursion 2 – HSK group 23 1 24 

29-05-2019 Dies celebration – Insomnia 

Vol. 8 

70 79 149 

 

September     

10-09-2019 Theme day 5 – Back to school   233 

11-09-2019 SPiN party 5 – Glow at the 

start 

120 120 240 
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16-09-2019 Lecture 5    

17-09-2019 Freshmen BBQ    

19-09-2019 Psypop    

24-09-2019 Excursion 3 – Overwaal     

27-09-2019 t/m 

29-09-2019 

Freshmen's weekend    

30-09-2019 Excursion 4 – Rabobank     

 


